
HVO100 
Renewable Diesel
Instantly Fossil-Free



Sustainable innovation for future transport
HVO100 Renewable Diesel is the sustainable answer to 
the future of transportation. Our HVO (Hydrotreated 
Vegetable Oil) is not just a diesel; it’s an advanced, 100% 
fossil-free fuel solution. Made from 100% sustainable raw 
materials, such as slaughterhouse and fish waste, it’s a 
groundbreaking ”2nd generation biodiesel” and a key to 
a greener world.

Fossil-free in an instant
The transition to HVO100 is both smooth and instant. 
It’s 100% fossil-free, and it can be used in all diesel en-
gines without requiring investments or adjustments. Fill 
up, and you’re ready to go - without compromising fuel 
efficiency.

Superior engine performance and reliability
HVO100 is not only sustainable. With a high cetane num-
ber (70-90), it provides extra power to your engine and 
enables seamless cold starts. It ensures clean and effi-
cient combustion, which not only reduces soot in the en-
gine and exhaust but also ensures excellent performance 
even at extreme temperatures down to -30°C.

Contribute to healthier urban air
By choosing HVO100, you can achieve up to 90% CO2 
reduction while also contributing to cleaner air in urban 
areas. There’s a 33% reduction in local particles, a 9% low-
er NOx emission, and a 20% reduction in CO emissions. 
HVO100 is odorless and contains no harmful substances 
such as sulfuric acid, nitrogen, or aromatic compounds. 
The reduced smoke benefits both the environment and 
the company’s reputation.

Tested, approved, and recognized by the industry
HVO100 complies with the EN15940 standards for auto-
motive fuels and has been approved by all leading engine 
manufacturers. Its stable operation has made it a pre-
ferred choice for fleet owners and companies seeking a 
sustainable and reliable fuel solution.

Your guarantee of quality and sustainability
Choose HVO100 Renewable Diesel to help shape a 
greener future. Contact us for more information on how 
HVO100 can strengthen your business and make a real 
difference for the environment. Make your transport sus-
tainable and future-proof with HVO100 Renewable Diesel.

Choose HVO100 Renewable Diesel, and you’re not just investing 
in a fuel; you’re investing in a better future for us all. It’s time 
to switch to a more sustainable, environmentally friendly fuel 
option with instant CO2 reductions.

Sustainable innovation 
for future transport 



Biofuel Express Insight provides an easy overview of fuel 
consumption, complete transparency within sustainabili-
ty, and documentation with just a few clicks.

Its purpose is to provide full insight and thus serve as a 
tool to reduce your company’s climate impact and docu-
ment achieved CO2 savings.

This way, you can meet the demands for environmental 
and climate responsibility today and in the future:

• Monitor CO2 reductions
• Track fuel consumption in real-time
• Download sustainability certificates
• Gain insight into raw materials and their origin

Reduces CO2 emissions by up to 90%

Good lubricating properties and works well in all FAME-approved engines

Does not require investment in new equipment

Biodegradable

Can be used all year round

An environmentally friendly choice
with many benefits 

Reduce your CO2 footprint instantly
Make a smart decision for your business and the environ-
ment by switching to HVO100 Renewable Diesel. Achieve 
a significant reduction in your CO2 footprint without com-
promising on quality. Traditional diesel poses a burden 
and has negative consequences for both the environ-
ment and the climate.

In the table on the right, you can see an example of the 
positive results in relation to your CO2 footprint. The cal-
culation is based on one truck - imagine how it would 
look with multiple trucks.

Refueling or delivery? You decide
We make it easy for you to access our biodiesel. You 
can fill up your tank at one of our many fuel stations in 
Sweden and Denmark, or if you prefer, we can also de-
liver HVO100 Renewable Diesel directly to your own tank 
(bulk) through our robust distribution network. Regard-
less, we ensure you a safe delivery.

Example of CO2 savings

Number of trucks 1

Number of kilometers per month per truck 15.000 km

Average fuel consumption per kilometer 0,35 liter

CO2 reduction

15.237
kg/year



YOUR SUPPLIER OF FOSSIL FREE FUEL
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Biofuel Express is a leading distributor of 100% fossil-free 
biofuels such as HVO100 Renewable Diesel and B100 Bio-
diesel RME Premium. Our primary focus is on the 100% bi-
ofuel market. We are passionate about the green impact of 
sustainable fuels on the environment.

Specializing in providing advice and calculating the bene-
fits of fossil fuels, Biofuel Express is the right partner for 
those looking to transition to 100% fossil-free operation 
for their diesel-powered vehicles.

For the past 15 years, we have specialized in converting 
fleets and equipment from regular diesel to 100% fos-
sil-free operation for buses, trucks, and cars.

Our market-leading, high-quality products can be refueled 
directly at our stations in Sweden and Denmark or deliv-
ered to your own tanks. Biofuel Express is your guarantee 
for reliable distribution. 


